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Dispensing Safety Can 19L Metal
Type 2 (with 25mm Hose) 

Product Images

Description

The demanding environment of today's laboratories require compliant safety containers designed for high
chemical resistance.

Offers additional convenience with two openings at the top. 
One opening is equipped with a flexible metal hose for smooth, accurate pouring into small apertures.  
The 25mm hose provides a bonding path to a receiving vessel.  
Second opening, positioned behind the handle, is used for filling.  
Includes a swinging handle to ease carrying a full, heavy can.  
During pouring, Justrite’s unique design uses the weight of the liquid to counterbalance the pressure
required to open the spout.  
Openings are equipped with full length, dual-density flame arresters which reliably dissipate heat to
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prevent flashback ignition.  
Openings self-close to prevent spillage and the rear opening automatically vents between 3 and 5 psi
(0.2 and 0.35 bar) to guard against pressure build up at elevated temperatures and potential
explosion.  
Heavy-duty, lead-free coated steel with reinforcing ribs and tough powder paint finish offers
exceptional on-the-job durability. 
Includes a built-in Flash Arrester to stop naked flames from entering the can during either filling or
dispensing. Eliminates the risk of explosion caused by a flashback.  
Container contents are fully protected from fire. 
Flash Arrester allows for increased pressure to vent off safely without causing an explosion. 
Accommodates oil additives for two cycle engines. 

What is the difference between a Type I & Type II Safety Can?
The Type I Safety Can has one opening that serves for both filling and dispensing. The Type II Safety Can has one
opening dedicated to filling and a second spout opening dedicated to dispensing.
The Type II Safety Can comes with an attached flexible hose and uses the AccuFlow™ manifold with Safe-Squeeze®
trigger handle to provide the smooth and controlled pouring.

Additional Information

Brand Justrite™


